Challenging a generation.
[ Product/Service Creation ]
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Doritos_
From bold
to cold

Doritos is one of the best-known and best-loved
savory snack brands in the world. And even with
more than 40-year history, it’s always been tied to
a youthful spirit of irreverence and, above all,
boldness.
The slogan says it all: “For The Bold”.
But on the Brazilian market, Doritos has been
showing signs of fading.
As much as we emphasized boldness and
irreverence, our target, millennials, seemed not to
be affected by our messaging anymore. They
grew indifferent to it. Nobody talked about our
brand anymore, unless they were talking about
making Doritos-breaded chicken.
And that just COULD NOT happen to a brand like
Doritos.

If we wanted to be
benchmark for
boldness, the last
thing that could
happen would be
young people
becoming indifferent
to us.

Flavor
Innovation_
cool, or
one more
problem?

In the company’s pipeline, there was a point in
the year for product innovation.
This resource is used in the snacks category to
heat up sales, have trade bolstering products,
and thus get the public’s attention.
The problem was, by now this wasn’t enough to
make the brand relevant for young people. In
recent years, Doritos had already launched
several ﬂavor innovations in which boldness had
to do with facing down a spicy ﬂavor and
engagement with the brand was still slipping.

The challenge was to
understand how the
launch of a ﬂavor
innovation could help
us reconnect with
millennials and
recover our place as
a bold brand.
We opened up two strategic
fronts to tackle the task.

Chapter
One_
Boldness
today

Talking to young people about boldness was
no problem; it’s a timeless characteristic of
that stage of life.
That’s how we came to understand that the
problem wasn’t in the brand or its stance, but
in how we framed all of that.
One of our angles of attack was to update the
meanings of “Boldness” and “For the bold” in
our target’s eyes. That would allow us to form
a vision of how we’d move forward.

New
generation,
references,
meanings

The key thing about millennials is that
they were the ﬁrst generation to grow up
in a connected world. And that unlimited
access to an universe of content meant
that they gained a much broader
spectrum of references than prior
generations.
This nearly inﬁnite power to obtain
knowledge, linked to powerful tools, has a
serious impact on what they see as bold.
For those who’ve seen a guy taking a
selﬁe atop one of the tallest buildings in
Dubai or falling through the stratosphere,
saying that being “bold” means jumping
in the pool at the party or messing with
one of the Buckingham Palace guards
wasn’t cutting it anymore.

We discovered that boldness had
many facets.

The boldness that inspires

But the facets that had the biggest impact
with Doritos’ target weren’t radical or

tied to the act of breaking

adrenaline-pumping. They didn’t have to do

with the logic of things,

with eating spicy things.

them today is much more

questioning frameworks,
provoking, and defying
expectations.
The people and behaviors that they admired
showed that attitude.

Chapter
Two_
Jacking
it up isn’t
enough

The second front had to do with thinking
about how product innovation might ﬁt
with this new meaning.
Looking at what we might “lift” from other
countries, we came across successful
initiatives where brands, looking to boost
target engagement, either asked them to
create a ﬂavor or guess a ﬂavor.
“Do us a ﬂavor” was already being used by
another Pepsico brand in Brazil – Ruﬄes.
And, to be honest, it was fairly stale around
here, and aimed at a more teenage
audience.

JACKED, meanwhile, was interesting.
At ﬁrst the temptation was to do it

After all, this

straight from the factory: let’s launch

narrative of stiring

the product, stir up a mystery, and then
ask people to guess what it is. Those

up a mystery and

who got it right would be in the running

revealing it wasn’t

for a prize.

Easy.
But not
bold.
It didn’t deliver on the boldness that we
wanted and that the public craved.

defying any
expectations.

Insight

Looking at what we’d learned on both
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What if we were truly bold?
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Bold enough to question the very

something without knowing what it

framework of ﬂavor innovations?

was.

Doritos itself will defy the
logic of things by never
revealing the new Doritos
ﬂavors to the generation that
(thinks it) knows everything.

Product

_
Two new ﬂavors that
wouldn't be named
on the packaging.

Creative
ideia

To launch Doritos Mystery, we broke with prevailing
logic and challenged a know-it-all generation, and their
greatest weapon.
Since they’ve grown up in a connected world, with
unlimited information at their ﬁngertips whenever they
want, nothing is unanswerable for them.
Until now.
We did the unimaginable, the unthinkable. We
challenged the greatest force on the planet for
millennials:

THE INTERNET.

Hero Video
The internet, the greatest database of
knowledge in all of human history. You
can ﬁnd anything on the internet. Makeup
tutorials, Asian ads, recipes, whole
movies, animated GIFs, astrophysics,
history, biology, politics, famous songs,
covers, oldies, elaborate dishes, the
difference between a llama and an alpaca,
memes, face swaps…
No question is left unanswered.

The internet knows
everything. Except the
Doritos Mystery ﬂavors.

Channel
planning

We established 3 strategic pillars to
pique millennials’ interest:
1. Subvert_
we’re not going to tell what the
ﬂavors are.
2. Less talk and more attitude_
we’re going to start a conversation and
“poke” this generation.
3. Provoke, provoke, provoke_
the brand’s tone is provocative, like that
friend who’s always ribbing people in a
way that everyone likes.

From there on,
we created our
communications
ecosystem, featuring
4 fronts of direct
interaction:

1

Social media_
Tailor-made
content for each
social platform
Focusing on mobile, we launched
the campaign with 5 videos created
speciﬁcally for each platform,
including Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and even a dark social
push via WhatsApp.

2

Search_
A strategy for
no one to ﬁnd
We blanketed search engines, so that
every time a user searched for
Doritos Mystery ﬂavors – and, of
course, failed it – they’d be met with
different messages discouraging
them from going on. That included
Yahoo Answers, Bing (!) and Siri (!!!).

3

Social
Interaction_
Witty and ironic
Answers
We put together a manual for the
campaign with an array of answers
and tone guidance. At each blog,
post, and video about Doritos
Mystery, we were there, “owning”
every answer. And soon enough,
Doritos’ ironic answers became a
sensation.

4

Experience_
Mystery Shop
We created a house/club with a
number of attractions. There,
people could get tattoos in the
dark, and they were challenged to
buy a Mystery Box, ﬁlled with
articles they wouldn’t see until they
paid to buy and open it up.

*

Final_
The cherry
on top
The campaign was closed with a
special initiative.
We invited an adventurous
photographer who’s made a career
of braving inhospitable locations,
to take a paper with the answers
of Doritos Mystery ﬂavors into the
Namib Desert, for whoever wants
to ﬁnd out.

Overview

Outcome

awareness_
Doritos
Mystery
___________
We broke the
historical record
on Google
searches for
Doritos in Brazil.

Impressions

532

million

Unique viewers

33
million

AD value

5M
million

Our main video
(Facebook) provoked
+33 million unique
users in 19 days.
With a high rate of
engagement, 22%.

interaction_
Target
reconnection
___________
Besides numbers,
we got wrong (and
crazy) guesses and
a beautiful meme
collection.

Interactions

63

million

Only 8%
negative
comments

Not even xerox homes solves the taste of #DoritosMystery

46K
shares

With almost the
same investment,

+117%
views

How did I search the #DoritosMystery
ﬂavors on the internet and didn't ﬁnd it?

Mystery video had
+117% more views
compared to the
last Doritos
Innovation
campaign video.

selling_
Innovation
Success
___________
We set a historical
sales record for
an innovation in
Pepsico Brazil

First month selling

174
tons

Total selling

400
tons

11% above
our goal.

Market Share

+0.5
pp

We sold Mystery
without stop selling
the traditional one.

What’s engagement?
We generated conversations, shares, likes, requests
to reveal the ﬂavors, and, a collection of memes.
We got a lot out of it. But even so, we’ll never reveal
the Doritos Mystery ﬂavors as a reward for those
who gave us so much.

